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ABSTRACT

Early detection of cervical cancer can be achieved through visual analysis of cell anomalies. The established
PAP smear achieves a sensitivity of 50–90%, most false negative results are caused by mistakes in the preparation
of the specimen or reader variability in the subjective, visual investigation. Since cervical cancer is caused by
human papillomavirus (HPV), the detection of HPV-infected cells opens new perspectives for screening of pre-
cancerous abnormalities. Immunocytochemical preparation marks HPV-positive cells in brush smears of the
cervix with high sensitivity and specificity.

The goal of this work is the automated detection of all marker-positive cells in microscopic images of a
sample slide stained with an immunocytochemical marker. A color separation technique is used to estimate the
concentrations of the immunocytochemical marker stain as well as of the counterstain used to color the nuclei.
Segmentation methods based on Otsu’s threshold selection method and Mean Shift are adapted to the task of
segmenting marker-positive cells and their nuclei.

The best detection performance of single marker-positive cells was achieved with the adapted thresholding
method with a sensitivity of 95.9%. The contours differed by a modified Hausdorff Distance (MHD) of 2.8 µm.
Nuclei of single marker positive cells were detected with a sensitivity of 95.9% and MHD = 1.02 µm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cervical cancer is the second most common carcinoma among women worldwide. Every year almost 500,000
women develop cervical cancer and 274,000 die from the disease.1 The majority of these deaths, approximately
80%, occur in developing countries.2 Among the gynecological malignant tumors it is the most common cause
of death with a mortality rate of about 60% worldwide.

The treatment of cervical cancer depends on the stage of the disease at the time of diagnosis. While earlier
stages may clear by themselves, treatment in later stages mostly consists of removing parts of the cervix as well
as removing the entire uterus. Therefore, regular screening for cervical cancer is recommended.

1.1 Cervical Cancer Screening

The currently established screening protocol, the so-called PAP smear, is based on the examination of surface
cells which are collected from the outer opening of the cervix of the uterus and the endocervix using a spatula
or brush. The cells are stained using a protocol invented by Papanicolaou3 and examined under a microscope to
look for morphological abnormalities of the cell and its nucleus (see Figure 1a).

The PAP smear is non-invasive, inexpensive to perform and has become a part of the routine gynecological
examination. PAP test has helped to reduce the mortality rate of cervical cancer in Germany to 29–37%.4

A nationwide screening however leads to a high workload high for trained personnel, which is often missing
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(a) Stained according to PAP. (b) Stained using p16 antibody and immunocyto-
chemical marker.

Figure 1: Examples of cells stained according to PAP and with immunocytochemical methods. In the PAP stain,
the cytoplasm is stained with light blue or purple, while the nucleus is in dark blue. For the immunocytochemcial
preparation, the nucleus are likewise stained in dark blue. For HPV positive cells, the cytoplasm is brown, while
the cytoplasm of HPV negative cells is not stained and thus not visible.

especially in the developing countries. While the sensitivity of the PAP test is about 50–90%, it achieves a
specificity of 95%. Most false negative results are caused by mistakes in the preparation process or by reader
variability in the subjective, visual investigation.5 These two issues call for the objectivation and automation of
the screening process. Automation of the PAP test however seems to be a difficult task, as it requires a robust
segmentation of cells which often undergo changes in the staining intensity and are clumped in clusters, as well
as a precise morphological analysis.

A new screening protocol is enabled considering the cause for cervical cancer: an infection with human
papillomavirus (HPV) has been shown to be a necessary factor in the development of cervical cancer. Walboomers
et al. found a worldwide HPV prevalence in cervical carcinomas of 99.7%.6 Especially a persistent infection with
HPV leads to a high risk for cervical cancer. HPV positive cells can be identified using immunocytochemical
methods:7 an HPV infection leads to the overexpression of the p16 protein. A specific corresponding antibody is
docked to this protein, and this antibody in turn is stained, making HPV positive cells visible in a microscopic
inspection (see Figure 1b). All in all, this implies that detecting marker positive cells in brush smears means
detecting high risk patients for cervical cancer, while HPV negative specimens can safely be excluded from the
further analysis.

In this work a method for the automated detection of HPV marker positive cells is presented. Marker- and
counterstain concentrations are estimated by modeling the microscopic image formation and applying a color
separation technique. The estimated concentrations of these stains are used as feature spaces for the detection

(a) RGB (b) Marker OD (c) Counter OD

Figure 2: Result of color separation. (a) RGB image of a marker positive cell (brown) with blue counterstain
for the nucleus. From this image two optical density (OD) images for (b) marker stain concentration and (c)
counterstain concentration are computed and used as input for segmentation.



of marker positive cells as well as their nuclei using segmentation algorithms. Otsu’s thresholding method is
adapted and compared to the Mean Shift method. Parameters of the detection methods are optimized on the
training set and then applied on the test set.

2. METHODS

2.1 Material

Cell material from 15 patients was extracted with a PAP brush smear. HPV positive squamous epithelial cells
in these smears were marked with anti-p16 (antibody: Santa Cruz) and stained with brown DAB chromogen
(DAKO). Nuclei were counter stained with blue hematoxylin, as this is necessary to identify the focal plane in
which the cells are located and since the shape of the nuclei also yields diagnostic information. A NikonTI Eclipse
Microscope and a Baumer TGX50C camera (2448x2050 pixels, RGB, 8 bit) were used to acquire images of marker
positive cells at 10x magnification (NA=0.30). In total, images of 146 cells were acquired and equally separated
in training and test set. Marker positive cells and their nuclei were segmented manually by a pathological expert.

2.2 Color separation

The color separation technique of Ruifrok et al.8 is used for estimating the stain concentration of marker and
counterstain. The subtractive image formation in the microscope follows the Lambert-Beer law, which states
that the absorption of light when passing through a semi-transparent matter is related to the optical density
(OD) of the matter via

I1 = I0 · exp−OD, (1)

where I0 is the intensity of incident light and I1 the intensity of transmitted light. The optical density in turn,
is the product of concentration of the stain, the coating thickness on the slide and a color specific constant.
With this, the optical density is linearly related to the concentration of the stain used for marking cells, and a
linear vector space is the canonic space to work with on this concentration estimate. In our imaging setup, we
determine the optical densities ODR, ODG and ODB for the R, G and B channel of our camera. The optical
densities of marker- and counterstain in these channels can be estimated from image positions where only one
stain is present (see Figure 1b) and yield the OD vectors m and c ∈ R3 respectively. Supplemented with the
cross product n = m×c of these two vectors, a basis of the vector space is given. The linear basis transformation ODm

ODc

ODn

 =
[
m c n

]−1 ·

 ODR

ODG

ODB

 (2)

is then used to estimate the optical densities ODm and ODc of marker and counterstain for each pixel.9 These
optical densities are used as a scalar valued input for segmentation techniques (see Figure 2).

2.3 Detection of marker positive cells

2.3.1 Thresholding

The optical density of marker positive cells yields a scalar estimate of the concentration of marker stain, hence
segmentation techniques for 1D data can be applied. Thresholding has been widely used in medical image
processing due to its simplicity and the existence of robust algorithms for threshold determination, e.g. Otsu’s
threshold selection method.10 This method determines the optimum threshold by finding the maximum of a
separability measure computed on image histogram data for all possible thresholds. As a first step, we pre-
process the image by Gaussian filtering. For this specific segmentation task, we then modify the Otsu technique
and introduce a block-based threshold selection technique: as a marker positive cell is relatively small compared
to the whole field of view (usually less than 1%), the contribution of the marker positive cell might become
unnoticeable for Otsu’s method in the presence of noise. To achieve a more balanced ratio of cell area to
background, we divide the field of view into blocks of a fixed blocksize. Otsu’s thresholding technique is applied
to determine an adaptive threshold for each block. The most suitable threshold from all blocks is selected by
finding the maximum of a combined performance measure: a block containing a marker positive cell should



Table 1: Mean shift segmentation feature spaces. All feature space are combined with spatial information (x, y)
of each pixel for segmentation.

Name Description For segmentation of

Luv Luv color space Cells and nuclei
ODM Marker stain optical density (OD) Cells
ODC Counter stain OD Nuclei
L-ODM Luminance (from Luv) and marker stain OD Cells
L-ODC Luminance and counter stain optical density OD Nuclei
L-OD Luminance, marker stain OD and counter stain OD Cells and nuclei

discriminate an object with high optical density in the marker component from background, therefore, the inter-
class variance σ2

B(topt) of Otsu’s optimal threshold topt is incorporated in this measure. However, artifacts like
debris, dirt which has been enclosed between slide and coverslip or stained mucus are almost opaque objects
with very high optical densities. To avoid that a block with such an artifact dominates the threshold selection,
information about the opaqueness of objects as well as their color is considered. Firstly, the distribution p of
the maximum OD values of marker positive cells is modeled as a Gaussian distribution N (µOD, σOD), where the
parameters µOD and σOD are trained on the marker positive cells of the training set. Secondly, each pixel of the
block is converted to the HSV color space, and the distance in the hue component to the mean hue of marker
positive cells is computed, considering the circularity of the hue parameter.11 The fraction phue−dist of pixels
which deviate by less than 10% from the mean hue is then used for evaluating the color aberration from marker
positive cells. The overall criterion for selecting the optimal block is given by the product of these three criteria,

η · p(ODmax) · phue−dist. (3)

Finally, the adaptive threshold from the block which is optimal with respect to the performance measure in
equation 3 is used for segmenting the whole image.

2.3.2 Mean Shift

The usage of the mean shift algorithm12 for this segmentation task is motivated by the fact that arbitrary feature
spaces can be analyzed, and that clusters in these feature spaces incorporated with information about their spatial
occurrence are then used for the segmentation. The mean shift algorithm yields good performance on images
where regions with different colors are present,13 as it is often the case in cytopathological images.14 In the
conventional implementation, the Luv color space is used as color feature space as the Euclidean distance in the
Luv space corresponds to the human perception of color similarities.15 Additionally, we use several combinations
of the luminance channel from the Luv color space and the optical density estimates: the luminance channel allows
the discrimination of objects from background, whereas the optical densities from the marker stain distinguish
marker positive parts from counter stained nuclei. Table 1 shows the combinations of feature spaces which have
been used for this task. Parameters which need to be optimized are the kernel bandwidth for spatial and range
domain, which control the size of the kernel and thus the resolution of mode detection.15

2.4 Segmentation of the nucleus

Marker positive cells can be discriminated from unspecific color artifacts, such as stained mucus, by the fact that
they contain exactly one counterstained nucleus. Therefore, detection of nuclei is essential for the discrimination
of marker positive cells from artifacts.

Again, Otsu’s threshold selection and mean shift segmentation are applied, this time on the cytoplasm regions
from the manual reference segmentation. The optical density image of the counterstain is used as parameter space
for Otsu’s thresholding method. For the mean shift algorithm, two combinations are tested: firstly, the luminance
channel and the optical densities of the counterstain are used as feature space. Secondly, as the cytoplasm which
is stained by the marker tends to be thinner in the region of the nucleus, the former two features and the optical
density of the marker stain are jointly used (see table 1). The Mean Shift algorithm yields a partition of the
cytoplasm area, therefore the area containing the nucleus must be selected. Several morphological features (area



of the nucleus, ratio of major axis length and minor axis length of the best fit ellipse, ratio between area and
squared perimeter) and optical density features (mean and integrated optical density) are tested for identifying
the nucleus segment. Otsu’s separability criterion is used for evaluating the ability of these features to separate
nucleus segments from cytoplasm on the training set.

2.5 Optimization

Sensitivity is the essential parameter for the detection of marker positive cells, as a missed marker positive cell
might exclude a high-risk patient from further analysis. A marker positive cell is considered as detected, when
it shares at least one pixel with a segmented object in the ground truth. The segmentation quality in terms
of overlapping area between the ground truth and detected segments is evaluated using the Jaccard index J,16

which measures the similarity of two sets A and B as

J =
|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B|

, (4)

where |.| denotes the cardinality of a set. Oversegmentation OS, defined as the fraction of gold standard cells
which are overlapped by more than one detected segment, and undersegmentation US, the fraction of detected
segments which overlap more than one gold standard cell, are also computed to include these type of misclas-
sification errors in the analysis. For the final optimization however, a scalar measure is needed. As sensitivity,
over- and undersegmentation and the Jaccard index all yield values in the range [0, 1], an overall performance
measure in the same range is defined as

PERF = S2 · J · (1−OS) · (1−US) ∈ [0, 1]. (5)

Since sensitivity is the most important parameter, it is squared to degrade the performance of methods with low
sensitivity.

Additionally, the segmentation quality is assessed with the modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) measure
proposed by Dubuisson and Jain.17 With dH(A,B) being the mean distance from a contour A to a contour B,
this asymmetric measure is turned into a symmetric measure with a maximum operation,

MHD(A,B) = max(dH(A,B),dH(B,A)). (6)

Parameters to be optimized for the modified thresholding algorithm are the size of the blocks for determining
the optimum threshold as well as the width and standard deviation of the Gaussian filter used for pre-processing.
For the Mean shift algorithms, the bandwidth parameters need to be tuned. These parameters are evaluated in
a grid search to determine the best parameter set as well as analyze their robustness.

3. RESULTS

Optimized parameters for the used segmentation algorithms, as computed on the training set, can be found
in table 2. For the Mean Shift segmentation of the nucleus, a selection of the best region is required (see
section 2.4). From the features used for selecting the nucleus in the Mean Shift algorithm, the integrated optical
density performed best, with a separability criterion of 0.81, while the other features yielded values of at most 0.40
(this criterion is 1 for perfectly separable classes and 0 for a feature distribution which only takes one value).
From the thresholding methods, the block based thresholding outperformed the conventional Otsu’s method, for
the Mean Shift methods the combination of the Luminance channel from the LUV color space combined with
both optical density channels performed best. These two methods were applied on the data on the test set,
the results are summarized in Table 3. A segmentation result can be seen in figure 3. When detecting nuclei
inside the detected marker positive cytoplasm regions using the thresholding methods, we achieve a sensitivity
of 90.4%.



Table 2: Optimization results for the segmentation algorithms for cells (N=73) and nuclei as well as their
parameters. For the thresholding methods, the width w and the standard deviation σ of the preprocessing filter
are optimized. Block based thresholding also includes the blockwidth b. For Mean Shift, the bandwidth for
spatial domain hs and range hr are part of the optimization. MHD : modified Hausdorff distance, S : sensitivity
and PERF : performance.

Task Method Best parameter set S MHD (µm) PERF

Cell segmentation
Otsu’s method

Conventional w = 2.4 µm, σ = 1.7 1.0 21.0 0.452
Block based b = 145 µm, w = 4.5 µm, σ = 1.0 1.0 12.5 0.532

Mean Shift
LUV hr = 10.0, hs = 2.0 0.81 3.2 0.175
ODM hr = 6.0, hs = 22.0 0.67 1.2 0.149
L-ODM hr = 6.0, hs = 2.0 0.94 2.9 0.121
L-OD hr = 18.0, hs = 18.0 0.87 8.7 0.205

Nucleus segmentation (on reference cytoplasm data)
Otsu’s method

Conventional w = 2.4 µm, σ = 1.6 1.0 0.52 0.656
Mean Shift

LUV hr = 5.5, hs = 16.0 1.0 0.49 0.638
ODC hr = 4.5, hs = 12.0 1.0 0.46 0.623
L-ODC hr = 6.5, hs = 20.0 0.98 0.69 0.516
L-OD hr = 5.5, hs = 14.0 1.0 0.40 0.660

Figure 3: Segmentation results for cell (green) and nucleus segmentation (magenta) using block based thresh-
olding on the OD marker component for cell segmentation and thresholding on the OD counterstain component
for nucleus segmentation. Left image: performance on single marker positive cells. Right image: a marker
positive cell as well as a cluster of cells is detected. Mucus which is also stained by the marker stain causes the
segmentation algorithm to segment artefacts.



Table 3: Results of the best thresholding method and Mean Shift method on the test set (N=73). MHD : modified
Hausdorff distance, S : sensitivity and PERF : performance.

Task Method S MHD (µm) PERF

Cell segmentation
Block based Otsu 0.96 2.81 0.553
Mean Shift L-OD 0.84 6.0 0.228

Nucleus segmentation (on reference cytoplasm data)
Otsu 0.96 1.02 0.526
Mean Shift L-OD 0.97 1.49 0.342

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented methods for the detection of marker positive cells and their nuclei in immunocytological
specimens. These methods are based on a color separation technique and the adaption of Otsu’s thresholding
method or the Mean Shift algorithm. In a combination with an automated microscope, these detection algorithms
can be used to automatically identify marker positive cells and consequently HPV infected patients as high risk
patients for cervical cancer.

The color separation technique yields a scalar estimate for marker and counterstain optical densities, which is
in turn related to the concentration of the stain. As a 1D measure, it can be used straightforward by thresholding
techniques. Thresholding in color spaces with more dimensions, like HSV and LSV, would require the definition
of volumes which contain the desired stain color. Furthermore, usage of the optical densities yielded a better
performance than the LUV color space in the Mean Shift segmentation. After optimization on the training
set, the block based thresholding algorithm detected marker positive cells with a sensitivity of 95.9%, contours
deviated by a modified Hausdorff distance of 2.81 µm from the manual gold standard segmentation. The block
based thresholding outperformed the conventional Otsu thresholding as well as the Mean Shift algorithm. For
the nucleus segmentation, the Mean Shift algorithm has a slightly higher sensitivity. However, the modified
Hausdorff distance is higher and the overall performance is worse, because the cytoplasm area is segmented into
many small fragments rather than a precise segmentation. Besides the performance, the Mean Shift algorithm
is also associated with higher computational cost and is more sensitive to the correct choice of the segmentation
parameters,18 thus we consider the block based thresholding technique the preferred method for the segmentation
problem at hand.

So far, these methods find marker positive cells with high sensitivity and contour accuracy. However, artifacts
caused by stained mucus are collected as well. As a future work, we will apply these methods for the detection
of marker positive cells in a fully automated scenario and add a classifier to discriminate artifacts from marker
positive cells.
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